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Our Topic Work                          

Our topic for the Spring Term is:-              

The Maya - During this topic children will 

learn about the history of The Maya. We will 

learn about where they lived, what sort of 

foods they ate, the clothes they wore and the 

buildings they built. We will be doing lots of 

cooking and tasting and getting actively        

involved in our learning, with opportunities for 

dressing up and role play.  

In Science we will  be exploring solids, liquids 

and gases and conducting lots of experiments 

where we change the matter from one to      

another and observe the process.  

In PE we will be focusing on Games. We will play 

a range of contact and non contact games. 

Some of these games will take place outside so 

please do ensure that your children have both 

outdoor and indoor PE kits with trainers in 

school.  

  

 

 

 

 
Foxes Class 

Class News & Information 

We will send home a Communication Folder on 

a daily basis which will contain any  personal 

letters, reminders, flyers etc – you can use 

this folder to send us notes, dinner monies 

etc. 

We will contact you on an individual basis if 

and when we need to but do not hesitate to 

contact us if required. Please let us know if 

this works well for you or not as we would   

value your comments and suggestions. 

Every Friday we will be putting a weekly  

“Blog”  on our Website to keep you informed 

of what we have been doing and give you any 

important information about the week to    

follow. 

Lunchtime clubs will include gardening,     

football, sports and drama.  

Snack money is £1.25 per week. This pays for 

your child to have a snack of toast, cereal or 

fruit in a morning. If you prefer to send snack 

in daily for your child, that is fine, just please 

remember– no chocolate or sugary items.  

If you have any worries or concerns please do 

not hesitate to contact us.   

Thanking you in anticipation of your support. 

Helen and the Foxes Team.  



 

Mrs Helen Summers  

Make sure your child has everything they 

need for each day, including a coat. 

Ensure you send Communication Folders back 

on a daily basis.  

Staff will communicate with you at home by 

writing a quick note or calling you if  

required.  

Clearly label all belongings, uniform,     

swimming kits and towels with your child’s 

name. 

When homework is sent on Fridays it will 

consist of one piece of homework,  spellings/

phonics and reading (please also write in your 

child's Reading Record). Please help your 

children to complete their homework and  

return by the following Thursday.  

Read the weekly “Blog” with your child, use 

this information to ask them questions and 

prompt them to talk about or show you what 

they have been doing.  

Encourage the children to set the table and 

complete jobs at home. 

Ideas to support your child at home 

Area of Learning 

THE TEAM 

 

 

 

 

Timetable  

 

Swimming 

 

 

P.E. 

 

P.S.H.E 

 

 

English 

 

Maths  

What we are doing in school 

We have a class of 17 children, and a very experienced and committed class team. 

Class teacher - Helen Summers                                                                           

Part time teachers - Bill Pritchard (M.F.L)  

Teaching Assistants - Dee Leaf, Kim Collier, Zoe Rowlinson, Lydia Crimes  ( PT) 

and Kate Jones (PT)  

 

Please see attached.  

Foxes Class swim will be on Wednesdays - However  As a large class with   

several pupils requiring a higher level of support in the pool, your child may 

not swim every week. We will however ensure that all children get an      

opportunity to swim at least every other week. Girls with long hair must wear a 

swim cap and earrings are not allowed. We don’t have any spare swimming kits in 

school so unfortunately no kit-no swim. 

Please ensure your child has pumps that fit. We have school kits so if we need  

anything else we will ask. 

In Foxes class we are always working towards independence. This means that your 

child will be expected to prepare their own snack, be responsible for their own 

belongings and be as independent as possible in dealing with their own  personal 

care needs.  

During English lessons we will begin with poetry. We will learn a range of new    

poetry techniques and write our own poems. We will also explore the Author         

Anthony Browne and begin with the story ‘Gorilla’. During these lessons we will be       

focusing on comprehension and inference. We will also have daily phonics.  

In Maths lessons we will be working on 2D and 3D shapes. We will explore the 

properties of shapes and begin to use the shapes to make pictures by tessellating 

them. During this term we will also focus on multiplication and division.  


